
CS2 Best
Settings Guide



BEST CS2 VIDEO SETTINGS
ENSURE VIBRANT VISUALS FOR A COMPETITIVE EDGE

Ensure vibrant visuals for a competitive edge.
Set Color Mode to "Use Computer Monitor" for accurate colors.
Stick to your monitor's native Aspect Ratio.
Use native Resolution for crystal-clear visuals.
Select Fullscreen Display Mode for immersion.
Match Refresh Rate to your monitor for smooth gameplay.
Boost Player Contrast for visibility.
Disable Wait for Vertical Sync to reduce input lag.
Enable 2x MSAA for smoother graphics.
Opt for High Global Shadow Quality.
Choose Medium Model/Texture Detail.
Set Shader Detail to Low.
Lower Particle Detail for better visibility.
Disable Ambient Occlusion.
Use Performance mode for High Dynamic Range.
Disable FidelityFX Super Resolution.



BEST MOUSE SETTINGS 
PRECISE AIMING IS KEY

Precise aiming is key:  Aiming accuracy is vital in CS2, just like in CS:GO. Ensure your settings align with
your aiming style.

Find your ideal Mouse Sensitivity: Experiment with sensitivity settings to find the balance between
swift aiming and precise control. Many CS:GO players' sensitivities can be a good starting point.

Select DPI (Dots Per Inch) based on preference: DPI determines your cursor's speed. While some
prefer high DPI for quick movements, others opt for lower DPI for finer control. Start with a DPI level
that suits your style.

Adjust Zoom Sensitivity Multiplier for scoped rifles: CS2 retains CS:GO's aiming style. Set your Zoom
Sensitivity Multiplier to match your scoped rifle preference. If you're coming from CS:GO, try to
replicate your CS:GO sensitivity settings.

Optimal Mouse Polling Rate enhances responsiveness: A higher polling rate generally leads to
smoother cursor movements. Most players find 1000Hz or 4000Hz to be responsive while avoiding
potential stability issues. However, choose a polling rate that feels comfortable and responsive for you.

Remember, mouse settings can greatly impact your performance, and there's no one-size-fits-all solution.
Spend time adjusting and testing to find settings that make you the most comfortable and accurate player in
CS2.



BEST CS2 CROSSHAIR SETTINGS
CUSTOMIZE YOUR CROSSHAIR FOR ACCURACY

Enhance your crosshair for visibility:  Customizing your crosshair can greatly improve target tracking
and precision.

Consider a classic crosshair style: A classic crosshair style with light blue color, thickness of 1, size 3,
gap -2, and outline disabled often works well for most players.

Prioritize visibility: Ensure your crosshair is visible against all backgrounds. Clarity is key for quick and
precise target acquisition.

Experiment with "Follow Recoil”: CS2 introduces the "Follow Recoil" feature, which aligns the
crosshair with the gun's recoil compensation pattern. Try this setting for a built-in crosshair trainer.

Customizing your crosshair is a personal preference, but focusing on visibility and clarity is crucial. Test
different crosshair settings to find what suits your style and helps you perform at your best in CS2.



CS2 WEAPON SELECTION AND BEST KEYBOARD AND AUDIO
SETTINGS

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CROSSHAIR FOR ACCURACY AND MAXIMIZE YOUR
GAMEPLAY WITH THE RIGHT KEYBOARD AND AUDIO SETTINGS

Discover the player loadout system.
Explore the revamped buy menu.
Utilize the Mid-Tier category.
Create personalized loadouts for strategies.
Maximize your gameplay.
Bind grenades for quick access.

Turn off in-game music.
Balance volume levels.
Enhance radar settings for better situational awareness.

     Optimize audio settings:


